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A s we develop standards at the various 
Internet layers, we must ensure that each 
standard, each protocol, is secure. We 

often talk about security with respect to com-
puters and computer networks as though it were 
a clearly de!ned, monolithic concept. It’s not; 
security has several aspects, and, in differ-
ing contexts, we might refer to one aspect or 
another, or some varying combination. In par-
ticular, when we develop Internet standards, we 
often touch on these various aspects of Internet 
security.

I like to loosely split the general topic of 
security into the following subtopics:

Availability. Is the system available when it’s 
needed?
Authentication . Who am I, and how can  
I prove it?
Authorization. What am I allowed to do?
Access control. What data am I allowed to 
access, change, create, or delete?
Con!dentiality. Are communications and data 
safe from unauthorized viewing?
Integrity. Are communications and data safe 
from unauthorized modi!cation?

These aren’t absolute — you could certainly 
come up with a different set or choose to add to 
or remove things from the list, and some aspects 
overlap. Also, not all aspects apply to all situ-
ations. Many Internet services we use don’t 
need and wouldn’t bene!t from authentication, 
require no access control, or present no con!den-
tiality issues. And you’ll note that “encryption”  

isn’t on this list — encryption isn’t security, but 
is rather a technology that can help establish 
aspects of security. We generally use encryption 
in authentication processes, for example, and to 
ensure con!dentiality and integrity.

On the whole, it’s a good list to work from. As 
we design standards, protocols, and services, we 
must decide what aspects are important, and at 
what level of rigor we should apply them.

Availability
To provide context for these subtopics, I’ll be 
examining some of the threats Internet secu-
rity mechanisms and standards try to defend 
against. One threat that came up in conversation 
recently was from an old New York Times edi-
torial1 about an investigation into overloading 
telephone lines for a political purpose:

[…] the New Hampshire phone jamming case was 
the real thing. Republican operatives hired an Idaho 
telemarketing !rm to jam the lines to prevent people 
who needed help in voting from getting through. The 
scheme was a direct attack on American democracy.

The scheme was also what we call a denial-of-
service (DoS) attack. In a DoS attack, the attacker 
demands so much service that legitimate users 
have little or no opportunity to get any. The one 
described in the editorial isn’t computer-related, 
but DoS attacks on websites are common, a pop-
ular way for a group to try to block a website 
that it doesn’t like.

We sometimes refer to distributed DoS — 
think about the difference between one phone 
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calling repeatedly with the redial 
button, as opposed to thousands of 
phones each calling (distributed) —  
but essentially every Internet DoS 
attack these days is distributed, 
and our defenses must assume that 
they are, so the distinction is mostly 
unimportant.

We can think of spam as a DoS 
attack as well: if your inbox !lls with 
enough junk, it might be impossible 
to !nd the real mail. Worse, spam !l-
ters, designed to defend your inbox, 
might misclassify some mail as spam 
and delete it. Spam isn’t generally 
meant to have this effect — something 
can become an unintentional DoS 
attack.

Defense against DoS attacks can be 
dif!cult because determining which 
service requests are legitimate can be 
problematic. Rate-limiting and block-
listing are probably the most com-
mon mechanisms. Certain Internet 
addresses are known to be bad, and 
are blocked outright — all contact from 
them is discarded. Other addresses can 
make requests, but if they make too 
many in too short a time, they, too, are 
blocked, usually for some time period, 
although repeat offenders might be 
put on a permanent block-list.

Availability issues are consid-
ered in many Internet standards and 
related informational documents. For 
example, RFC 5782 addresses using 
block lists for spam, RFC 3882 is 
about preventing DoS attacks on the 
Border Gateway Protocol (a protocol 
for routing data on the Internet), and 
RFC 4732 looks at the general issue 
of denial of service on the Internet.

Authentication
Authentication is a precursor to 
some of the other aspects, for rea-
sons that we’ll see as we examine 
those further. It should be obvious, 
for instance, why authentication is 
related to authorization and access 
control. In particular, authentica-
tion mechanisms are built into many 
Internet-standard protocols. As we 

update these protocols, we often seek 
to add new mechanisms that are 
more secure.

Everyone reading this is familiar 
with the authentication mechanism 
we started out with: some sort of 
user identi!er (name, account num-
ber, serial number) and password. It 
served us well over the years, but 
isn’t a very secure system, for sev-
eral reasons. For one thing, people 
don’t choose good passwords. If 
they’re made to use good passwords, 
they record them in inappropriate 
places. Even what seem like good 
passwords often don’t have enough 
unpredictability. And the password 
authentication systems themselves 
expose passwords to attack.

We can broadly divide what 
authentication mechanisms use into 

three categories: what you know, 
what you have, and what you are.

When you log into webmail, Flickr, 
MySpace, online banking, or online 
access to your credit-card account, 
the authentication mechanism you 
use employs what you know. Most 
what-you-know mechanisms are 
variations on the user ID/password 
combination, and all of them share 
the weaknesses I’ve described pre-
viously. The other mechanisms can 
help !x some of these de!ciencies, 
especially when used in combination 
with passwords.

The most well-known combina-
tions are point-of-sale credit-card 
purchases, where you sign the credit 
slip, and ATM transactions, where 
you enter a PIN. The former com-
bines what you have (the credit card) 

and what you are (your signature). 
The latter combines what you have 
(the ATM card) and what you know 
(your PIN).

Another what-you-have mecha-
nism is the SecurID device, which 
gives you a generated code that you 
can get only if you have the device 
with you.

Other what-you-are mechanisms 
use fingerprints, retina scans, and  
voice or handwriting analysis —  
collectively, biometric mechanisms. 
The most secure authentication sys-
tems combine multiple biometric 
mechanisms with an identi!cation 
card and password, with all authen-
tication information transferred 
securely. This makes a system that’s 
pretty hard to break. Of course, it 
also makes one that can be pretty 

cumbersome to use. Biometrics are 
also subject to some serious limita-
tions. If someone can spoof your left 
thumbprint, for example, you aren’t 
really in a position to change it. And 
when you’re ill, your voice-print 
might not be particularly useful.

Note, finally, that some people 
are reluctant to use systems that 
go beyond what you know, because 
carrying the what-you-have card or 
device is burdensome (what happens 
if you lose it or leave it at home when 
you’re traveling?), and biometr ic 
readers can be expensive. But also, 
you might sometimes wish to let an 
assistant or some other delegate act 
on your behalf, and it’s easy to give 
the delegate your password — but 
much harder to “lend” them your 
retina.

People don’t choose good passwords. If they’re 
made to use good passwords, they record 
them in inappropriate places.
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The answer to this is to under-
stand the difference between imper-
sonation and delegation, which goes 
beyond authentication and into the 
next two aspects, authorization and 
access control. The right way to han-
dle delegation is to have the delegate 
authenticate with his or her own 
identity, and then be authorized to 
act on your behalf and receive access 
to the necessary information and 
resources. You should never allow 
another person to act on your behalf 
by impersonating you — there’s no 
accountability in that.

Authorization and  
Access Control
I group these two together because 
they both deal with what the entity 
you authenticated as can do once 
you’ve logged in. I consider them 
separate aspects, however, because 
different mechanisms usually con-
trol each.

When I talk about authorization, 
I’m usually referring to actions that 
an authenticated user can take. Can 
you start and stop services, such as a 
Web server or a !le transfer server? 
Can you shut the computer down? 
Can you add and remove users from 
a multiuser system? Can you send 
mail, install programs, change the 
system time, or set a computer’s var-
ious other operational aspects?

Access control refers not to 
actions but to access to data. What 
!les can you read? Can you create 
new !les? What !les can you modify 
or delete?

We’ll collectively call what you’re 
authorized to do and what access 
you’re allowed privileges. Many com-
puter systems, particularly those set 
up for use by more than one person, 
have two kinds of users: administra-
tors and normal users. The former can 
do anything, and can get full access 
to all !les. The latter are restricted in 
what they can do. On Windows sys-
tems prior to Vista, the lone user is 
generally set up as an administrator. 

Those who try to do otherwise often 
run into dif!culty because software 
(non-Windows software, that is — 
applications) assumes that the user’s 
privileges aren’t restricted. On MacOS, 
certain actions (such as updating the 
OS) and access to some !les require 
that an administrator password be 
entered, essentially re-authenticating 
the user as an administrator. And for 
some things on MacOS, as on Linux, 
you must explicitly authenticate as 
the “root” user.

On the Internet, too, there are 
privileges. By logging into my Gmail 
account on my Web browser, I may 
send, read, and delete mail; manage 
my contacts; post to my blog and edit 
and delete blog posts; and send and 
receive instant messages. I can post 
comments to other blogs that use 
Blogger, and I can later delete those 
comments, but not other users’ com-
ments. On my own blog, I can delete 
anyone’s comments, because I have 
that access. By using other authenti-
cation, I can access my credit cards, 
bank accounts, airline frequent-"ier 
programs, and so on.

Clearly, we must have restric-
tions on privileges over the Inter-
net, but why should I want to limit 
my privileges on my own computer? 
Well, anyone who’s made a mistake 
and deleted something accidentally, 
or gotten their computer infected 
with a virus while sur!ng the Web, 
should understand: if you don’t have 
privileges that you don’t need right 
now, you can’t accidentally use those 
privileges to hurt yourself (well, to 
hurt your computer).

A rule of thumb called the least-
privilege principle says that you 
should never be operating with more 
privileges than you need at the time. 
Most of us go around creating, mod-
ifying, and deleting personal !les 
constantly, so we normally want 
such access. But how often do we 
need to delete !les in the Windows 
directory, or in the System directory 
on MacOS? Seldom. And so we’d like 

to avoid having that access unless 
we speci!cally ask for it.

And now we get back to some-
thing I said at the end of the authen-
tication section: that authentication 
should be separate from authoriza-
tion and access control. The right way 
to run a computer system is to have 
me authenticate as Barry, and then 
have privileges set up for what Barry 
can do and access. This provides 
auditability and accountability. If I  
want someone to be able to post to 
my blog and moderate comments  
in my absence, rather than giving 
him my Gmail password, allowing 
him to act as me in all ways (such as 
reading my mail, too), I should make 
sure he has his own blog account, 
and then give that account the privi-
leges needed to manage my blog — 
but not my email.

Internet standards, too, often have 
delegation built into the protocols. 
For example, the Salted Challenge 
Response Authentication Mechanism  
(SCR A M; R FC 5802)  a l lows fo r 
separate authentication identity and  
authorization identity, which allows 
delegation from the latter to the 
former.

Con!dentiality and Integrity
Like authentication and access con-
trol, con!dentiality and integrity are 
closely related: both deal with situa-
tions in which an attacker gets in the 
middle of the data stream. In the !rst 
case, the attacker is just snooping; in 
the second, the attacker is trying to 
modify or replace the data. These 
attacks are similar but have different 
characteristics and consequences. 
Note that I’m talking, here, about the 
con!dentiality and integrity of data 
"owing through the system. Once 
the information is stored somewhere, 
a largely different set of threats and 
defenses are in play.

When you send a password, 
credit-card number, or other per-
sonal information over a computer 
network — and especially over an 
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open network such as the Internet —  
someone might be “listening in.” 
We think of information being sent 
from one computer to another, but it 
doesn’t happen quite that way. Net-
works are segmented to a signi!-
cant degree, but at some level, your 
data goes out to a set of computers, 
with a speci!c computer’s address 
attached to it, and the other comput-
ers all ignore those data packets that 
aren’t addressed to them. Imagine 
if you received your postal mail by 
having the whole pile for your street 
left at the door of the !rst house, 
with each house’s occupant looking 
through the envelopes and keeping 
only those meant for him or her, then 
giving the rest of the pile to the next 
house. What happens on the Internet 
is something like this.

In this situation, someone could 
choose to keep a piece of mail meant 
for someone else, or could open one 
and read it before passing it on. The 
same is true with the Internet: a 
computer could be programmed to 
look at and record data intended for 
other systems.

The most common way to avoid 
this is to use data encryption, which 
can happen at the network layer, 
using IPsec (RFC 4301), on top of 
the transport layer, using TLS (RFC 
5246) or SSL, or at the application 
layer, using standards such as S/MIME 
for email (RFC 5751).

When you visit a website whose 
URL begins with https://, your com-
munication with that website is 
encrypted using TLS or SSL. The 
Web browser ensures that the com-
puter you’re talking to has security 
credentials that match the address in 
the URL, then negotiates encrypted 
communication. A computer program 
can still peek at and record the data 
packets — but a snooper won’t be able 
to decipher the data, which will thus 
be useless. Similarly, if a snooper 
should try to replace or modify the 
data you’re sending — say, to change 
a $20 payment to $2,000 — encrypted 

communication would prevent the 
attacker from being able to mod-
ify the encrypted information in a  
valid way.

Encrypting an entire commu-
nication, however, has been fairly 
expensive in the past, slowing down 
the communication. Encrypting the 
information you get from Wikipedia 
or the New York Times is fairly unnec-
essary, so to speed things up, we don’t 
encrypt everything on the Internet. 
This is, however, changing, as com-
puting speeds have increased to the 
point where Web traf!c encryption is 
no longer a performance issue.

Sometimes, though, it’s not impor-
tant to protect information from 
prying eyes, and the likelihood of its 
being altered by an attacker is small —  
but it’s important enough that we 
want to know if it’s been altered. In 
such cases, we don’t need to prevent 
the alteration, but we do need to 
detect it. For that, we can use digital 
signatures.

A detailed explanation of digi-
tal signatures goes beyond this col-
umn’s scope. The short version is 
that they provide a mechanism for 
ensuring that the person we think 
sent information is actually the per-
son who sent it, and that it wasn’t 
altered along the way. Otherwise, we 
know something is wrong — we don’t 
know how to correct it, but we know 
to ignore the faulty data.

Of course, a l l d iscussion of 
encryption and digital signatures 
here assumes that the encryption 
technology and algorithms used 
are current and suf!ciently strong, 
and are used properly. This is usu-
ally the case, but weak and com-
promised algorithms are still used 
on the Internet surprisingly often. 
As developers of Internet standards, 
we often update the standards to 
deprecate the older algorithms and 
replace them with stronger ones. 
Still, it takes time for deployed soft-
ware to catch up. As a user, your best 
defense is to make sure you’re using 

a current Web browser (and other 
software, such as mobile apps), and 
that you’re keeping the browser and 
the operating system updated regu-
larly. Current versions of Firefox, 
Internet Explorer, and Chrome no 
longer support older, f lawed ver-
sions of SSL, or they have those old  
versions disabled by default. So stay 
up to date.

S tandards development organi-
zations have shown increasing 

awareness of the need to think about 
security at every stage of develop-
ment, and to consider what aspects 
are needed for the protocols and use 
cases they’re developing. The IETF, for 
example, has an organizational area 
devoted to security, and every docu-
ment must have a Security Consider-
ations section that describes what the 
issues are for that document. ATIS has  
started a focus group on cyber security. 
And, of course, the IEEE’s Standards 
Association includes security review 
for appropriate standards. 
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